
  

THE SMALL MAGNETIC LOOP 
ANTENNA



  

INITIAL THOUGHTS

 
● I had been using a vertical antenna with radials for HF in parks, but the radials were a problem.  So I 

looked for an alternate antenna that would work well in parks and, hopefully, be as good as the 
vertical.

● Leigh Turner, VK5KLT, has an article on the web, which is a great source of information on the Small 
Magnetic Loops (SML). {article-antenna-mag-loop-2.pdf } He worked as a consultant for the US 
military and other agencies designing and building small loops. His article entitled “An Overview of 
the Underestimated Magnetic Loop HF Antenna” is great SML paper.  He is an expert on SMLs.

● Leigh’s article was what got me working on the Small Magnetic Loop.
● VK5KLT says a 1 meter diameter SML can cover 160 – 10M with efficiencies of 90%, if the loop is 

build correctly for low loss.
● That sounded just what I needed to replace my vertical antenna, which was hard to use portable.
● All Ham antennas have their place, but the SML provides a solution to some problems like HOA and 

portable operation, and small places to operate.
● A good performing Small Magnetic Loop is one with lots of copper for the big loop, using a vacuum 

variable capacitor and good low loss connections using wide, thin copper straps, according to 
VK5KLT. 

●



  

SML CHARACTERISTICS
● It has been said, that one of the best kept secrets in ham radio is how well a Small 

Magnetic Loop (SML) works.
● SMLs have been used for many years in army and marines, navy shipboard, and 

diplomatic embassy HF communication links for reliable contacts.
● An SML can be used in a rather small space and HOA restricted properties. Even on 

a table top inside, if the building siding is not metal.
● A SML is a Magnetic (H-Field) loop which does not receive most noises on the air, 

which are usually Voltage (E-Field) based (lightening, digital, arcing, etc.). The 
receive SNR can improve some to 10 to 20dB, due the the lower electric field noise.

● A SML has both low angle and higher angle radiation, so good for long and short 
distances.

● A SML has a narrow bandwidth due to the high Q of the antenna.  The bandwidth is 
a little more than 0.2%.  This reduces co-band interference. For 7 MHz, the 
bandwidth is 14 kHz ,and 3.6 kHz for 1.8 M.

● The SML provides protection to the receiver in cross-band club operations.  Neall 
and I operated at the Corn Feed with him on 20 SSB and myself on 20 CW, 
separated a little distance, and no QRM, with 100 watts of transmitter power.

● The SML basically looks like an pure inductor so is tuned by only a capacitor, like a 
Vacuum Variable Capacitor.



  

Vacuum Variable Capacitor



  

SML CHARACTERISTICS
● The SML has low radiation resistance, like 100 - 200 milliohms.  This requires the components making up the 

loop to be very low RF loss, since high RF currents flow.
● A ¼ wave vertical is about 36 ohms resistance and needs both capacitance and inductance to resonate to 50 

ohms.
● The Big loop can be a singular loop or a parallel loop.  The parallel loop is more efficient since it tends to 

have more copper.  Mine is parallel.
● The SML is fed by a small loop, 1/5 the size.  The feed loop is nearly 50 ohms and is broad banded.
● The SML Big loop is tuned by a low loss variable capacitor, like a Vacuum Variable or Butterfly air variable. 

The Vacuum Variable is the lowest loss and has more tuning turns.
● The Small Magnetic Loop is quite different than the big wire loop antenna.  The small loop is small, low to the 

ground, and is easy to resonate.  The wire loop needs to be high and needs a full antenna tuner to load it, 
covers a large land area, and usually takes four tall vertical supports.  Both the small and wire loop perform 
well.

● It is efficient since I have run 100W through it for some time, feel all parts of the antenna, and do not feel any 
heat at all.

● Most hams do not have a tall tower to have a high antenna, especially these days with the HOA and other 
problems.

 



  

SML CONSTRUCTION 
● The Big Loop needs to be somewhat less than one-third wavelength and more than one-eighth 

wavelength to be a Small Magnetic Loop.
● The SML has a approximately uniform current distribution throughout the loop.
● The SML has a very high Q because the radiation resistance compared to the reactance of the loop. 

The High Q makes the antenna narrow banded when tuned.
● Q is defined as the resonant frequency over the bandwidth.
● The material used to make the loop can be soft copper (low loss) or aluminum.  Both have about the 

same loss at RF frequencies.  
– Aluminum needs aluminum parts to prevent corrosion
– Copper needs copper or brass parts

● There should be not iron or steel parts in the loop area, due to lossy eddy currents (like transform 
loss)

● Use wide, thin copper straps for low loss connections between the loop and capacitor.
● The loop is made efficient by careful low loss construction practices
● Copper Tape is used for all connections.  It has very high conductivity and does not require 

soldering.   



  

SML CONSTRUCTION



  

SML CONSTRUCTION



  

FEED LINE CONSTRUCTION

● The feed line (heliax) is attached to the back of 
the frame, from the Small loop connection box, 
down to the coax connector box.  

● Ferrite beads are placed over the coax, below 
the loop area, forming an RF choke to help 
preserve the antenna pattern

● The coax connection box has a UHF coax 
connector at the bottom of the box for 
connection to the radio.



  

VVC CONNECTIONS



  

VVC CONNECTIONS



  

VACUUM VARIABLE

● The Vacuum Variable (VVC) is contained in a plastic box which protects it and 
allows connections to be made.  It also has HV RF inside the box and on the copper 
straps.

● Thin, wide copper straps are used for connections to the VVC, strapped down with 
brass screws and nuts

● The VVC uses many turns to cover the capacitance range, which helps in the tuning 
of the high Q  SML

● The VVC is very low loss and can handle high RF voltage and high RF current.   
The VVC must handle 2kV RF for a 100 W transmitter.

● The VVC shaft has a stops at the high and low capacity ends.  The motor does not 
have a stop, but I can tell which band the loop is tuned to.  At the high end of 12 
meters I reverse the motor.  At the low end of 80 meters, I reverse the motor.

● If I ever do not know where the VVC shaft is in its turning, I can disconnect the shaft 
and manually tune the VVC shaft to find its position. But I should not have to do that.



  

VVC CONNECTIONS



  

VVC CONNECTION TO THE BIG 
LOOP

● The VVC Connection to the Big loop is thin, wide copper strap 
connected with copper tape

● I use 5 heliax coaxes and use copper tape to connect them to each 
other at the two ends and at the other three 90 deg points on the 
loop, to make it look more like one loop at RF.

● This connection from the loop to the VVC is the one connection 
which must be very low resistance to make a low loss SML.

● The copper tape is 3M and I tested the adhesive side, which 3M 
says is conductive.  I used a copper sheet I had, put copper tape on 
it, measured the resistance with my accurate ohm meter and it was 
0 ohms. 

 



  

VVC Drive Shaft



  

MOTOR  DRIVE

● The Motor runs on 12 VDC, which turns the 
VVC shaft.

● The plastic shaft between the motor and VVC 
handles the high voltage RF.

● The two metal pieces on the shaft are to help 
the shaft turn if there is a small misalignment

● The 12VDC motor is geared and turns at 2 
RPM



  

VVC DRIVE MOTOR



  

MOTOR BOX CONTENT

● The Motor Box contains the 12VDC motor and 
the control wiring.

● The wiring inside is for the two wire motor and 
the RF sensor wiring

● The remote cable uses a four conductor 
microphone connector which carries the motor 
and RF sensor wires.



  

SMALL LOOP CHARACTERISTICS
SHIELDED VERSION



  

SMALL LOOP PROPERTIES

● The Small Loop is the feed point for the SML.
● The Small loop is 1/5 the size of the Big loop.
● The Small Loop can be shielded or un-shielded  The shielded 

version provides a better antenna pattern with a lower VSWR.
● The Small loop looks close to 50 ohms and no or minor tuning 

of the Small Loop is needed to form an acceptable  match.
● The Small loop couples to the Big loop by the magnetic field 

of the Big loop, as a large RF air core transformer. It is known 
as a Faraday loop feed method. 

● My small loop is heliax, a shielded loop.



  

SMALL LOOP MOVEMENT
Moved Away/Moved Close



  

TUNING THE SMALL LOOP

● The Small Loop is not tuned, since it is 50 ohms, when a single 
conductor Big Loop is used.

● The Small Loop is needed to be tuned when Parallel Big Loop 
Conductors are used, like mine, since the match is only close to 50 
ohms.

● The tuning process is done by moving the top part of the Small Loop 
close or away from the Big Loop. This is done once for each band.

● The Small loop is tuned when the VSWR is not low enough with just 
the motor tuned VVC.

● The VSWR can be tuned to 1.0 on all bands with this method by a 
minor movement of the Small loop.



  

SML ANTENNA PATTERN

 



  

SML ANTENNA PATTERN

● The SML has a doughnut shaped radiation pattern yielding a gain of 1.5 dBi over average ground.  This 
gain can be increased to 5 dBi with short ground radials if the ground conductivity is not good.

● The SML is slightly highest gain at the low elevation at angles lower than 10 deg and ground waves in 
the plane of the loop

●  The front-to-back ratio of a SML is typically 20 to 25 dB, if an RF Choke is used.
● The SML radiates equally well at both low and high angles, so is a good general purpose antenna.
● The antenna pattern of a SML is always maximum in the plane of the loop.
● The low angle radiation of the SML is vertical polarized, while the higher angle radiation is horizontal.
● The SML is best in the vertical position when near ground level.  If one is in a high rise apartment, a 

horizontal SML is best.  Just like a dipole, a horizontal antenna must be high above the ground (1/2 
wavelength) for best low angle (< 28 deg) performance.

● SMLs, Dipoles, and Verticals all do well if the dipole is high enough, the ¼ WL vertical has enough 
ground radials, and the SML is built with low loss materials and connections.  The so-called ½ wave 
vertical would work better with .38 WL radials, but they also have a lower angle of radiation than the ¼ 
WL classic vertical.

● The radiation of the SML is both Electric and Magnetic waves when seen at a distance from the 
antenna.  All RF propagation is both voltage wave (E) and magnetic wave (H) in the far field.



  

REMOTE CONTROL



  

REMOTE CONTROL

● The Remote Control unit controls the VVC Drive Motor and contains 
the RF Sensor Meter, used to monitor the RF radiation of the loop.

● The two push buttons control the motor, up and down in frequency.
● The RF Sensor circuit originates in the RF Sensor box, with a small 

pick-up wire, above the VVC connection point. A small coax cable 
connects the sense wire to the motor box were it connects to the 
remote control cable.

● The pot is to vary the RF level to the meter, which is different for 
each band.

● A four conductor shielded cable connects the control at the shack to 
the SML Motor Drive Box on the antenna.



  

OPERATION OF THE SML

● My station includes a IC-7300 XCVR, a SML antenna, a remote control unit, a 35 AHr 
storage battery, and a keyer, all portable.

● To tune the SML, look at the radio to see the last band used,and tune the remote for 
highest noise on that band.

● If a frequency change is wanted, tune the radio to the new band, tune the SML with 
the remote to the new band, and listen for highest noise.

● If the VSWR is not low enough, vary the position of the Small Loop until the VSWR is 
zero. 

● If a station is heard, look up the prefix in the Azmuth book to get the bearing.  Use the 
compass to point the SML in the correct direction. This process of look-up and 
compass use is only 3 minutes or so. 

● I have worked Japan (5945 mi), Paraguay (5128 mi) and Puerto Rico (2710mi), on 
CW, with 100W since June.  The three contacts were on days with zero SSN, 
according the ARRL report.  My SML is only about 4 ft off the ground and occupys a 
small area, with no ground radials. 



  

COMMERCIAL SMLs

● SMLs are sold.  Most are good to operate with.  Some are more 
expensive than others.  

●  I decided to build one since I hoped I could build a better one, and 
cheaper. 

● Example Commercial SMLs
– Alpha Antenna: kits 
– MFJ: two frequency range loops
– Alex-loop: Made by PY1AHD
– Many more available.  Just look under “small magnetic loop” ham antennas 

for sale

● There may be better commercial SMLs in the future, depends on the 
demand.



  

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

● When I started building the SML, I used copper tubing, which is good but it is heavy and 
prone to crimping, which is not good, when used as a portable antenna. Copper tubing is 
great for a home QTH installation.

● I tried an 8 inch wide copper strap, but that had too much inductance, so I could not resonate 
it with my VVC, and was very heavy.

● I finally settled on using the heliax, which is lighter and very rugged for portable.
● The SML project is finally done now.  
● I plan to use it as my only HF antenna.
● I will also add a temporary VVC in parallel to the other one to operate in the 160M contest in 

December, connected with copper tape which is easy to remove.
● I also plan to build a smaller SML to cover 10 and 6 M.  My SML VVC does not have enough 

capacitance to cover the 160M band, nor small enough capacitance to cover 10 or 6 M.
● Leigh says in his article: “A VK station can have a solid 5 and 9 QSO on 40M or 20M with a 

distant W,K  or VE station from a SML antenna sitting on a balcony table fed with only 50 
Watts.” 
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